
Contemporary Foods 
 

Everything started in 2018 when the Contemporary Food Factory decided to revolutionize the 

world of nutrition. Located in the Second industrial City of Jeddah in Saudi Arabia, our company 

strives to develop food products that are wholesome and scrumptious. By paying close attention 

to what was lacking in the usual products, the contemporary food successfully crafted super 

nutritious products that help people to embrace a healthier lifestyle.  

We believe in authenticity, integrity, and reliability while keeping innovation as a guiding light. 

Contemporary food products are here to help you level up your hunger game with the nutrition-

packed, delicious food products that make a perfect way to optimize your performance. Our 

contemporary food products are a balance of taste topped with the goodness of nutrition.  We 

always bring out innovation while keeping the classical touch intact.  

Coupled with freshness and authenticity, we proudly use the “locally made” label for all of our 

products. Starting with Buttery Nut Butters and Sabeeka Energy Bar, we are in the process of 

bringing many new promising food brands to your service. When you want to snack healthy, 

when you want to taste innovative flavors with a classic touch, we are always here to serve you. 

So make your healthy lifestyle dream a reality today with contemporary foods.  

Brand Buttery 
Buttery is your gateway to the goodness of the most delicious butter. We present you the butter 

that is not too sweet not too bland. It is just the right amount of sweet with no added sugars. 

Indulge in the buttery therapy with the creamiest and smoothest butter that will instantly melt 

in your mouth leaving a rich, luxurious taste behind.  

Made with love using the healthiest items, the buttery presents you with a myriad of flavors you 

can choose from. While peanut butter, almond butter, and cashew butter are classic to buttery, 

the flavors like hazelnuts with cacao nibs, salted caramel, and Picard cashew vanilla are the 

innovations to make your day instantly better. With a nutty, roasty, and woody aroma, the 

buttery gives you a velvety touch in the mouth as soon as you have food loaded with buttery. 

Satisfy your sweet cravings with the naturally sweet butter that is a blend of health, taste, and a 

beautiful aroma.  

Brand Sabeeka 
Fuel up your energy reserves with the Sabeeka bar. Contemporary foods bring you a carefully 

crafted energy bar that is brimming with the richness of dates and nuts. Replenish your strength 

and revive the energetic spirit with these bars that are made of the most premium quality Saudi 

dates. You don’t have to think twice before choosing an energy bar again because we present 

you with the bar made with handpicked ingredients.  



Sabeeka lets you experience an innovative blend of coconut flakes, roasted, almonds, and 

Mabroom. The crunchy texture and phenomenal taste will make you crave more of it. We know 

the drill of getting energy food that tastes good. So we present you with a premium solution that 

not only makes a perfect energy source but also tastes heavenly. Mark our words, you will feel 

exhilarated as you munch on them. Whether you are out chasing goals or fighting boring hunger 

during lunch break, sabeeka bar gives you a premium solution.  


